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The piece recalls Pythagorean concept of the mathematical Harmony of the World, acknowledged as 

the most influential and beautiful thought born by the human mind.  The idea of consonant relations 

between Musica Mundana (Music of Spheres) and Musica Humana (Music of the human body and 

soul) has inspired generations of both scientists and artists trying to define the elusive and transient 

human identity in face of the infinitude of the Cosmos and its universal laws. 

Today, when the existential emptiness is being filled up with the vague cloud of  Big Data and 

knowledge, Pythagorean dream does not lose its actuality. Still, the updated version of Music of 

Sphere, with vibrating tones reflecting the movement of planets around the Sun, opens the sonic essay 

on the Golden Record carried by spaceships Voyager I & II on their inter-galaxy journey. These 

vibrations, containing data of milliards years of existence indicate not only our position in the Space, 

but also our elusive, creative and ever-evolving  identity. 
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